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Do not use an extension chord with this unit 
Because of the power needs for this unit, we recommend having this unit plugged into
an outlet that is on its own breaker. 

All switches are located on the right side of the machine. 
Main Switch: Large switch labeled with a lighting bolt and has two settings: 0 and 1
Mixer Switch: Labeled with a swirl design and has two settings: 0 and 1 
Changeover Switch: Labeled with a snowflake on top and a moon on bottom and
has two settings: I and II 

There are separate switches for both the mixer and changeover switches for each
side, the left set of switches being for the left hopper and the right set of switches for
the right hopper. 

Place the slushie machine on a hard, level surface. Screw or unscrew the black feet on
the base to make the machine level. 
Plug the machine into the wall. Avoid using extension chords. 
Before turning the machine on, pour your desired slushie mix into the hoppers. Each
hopper holds about 2.5 gallons of mix. Do not fill past the max fill line on the hopper.
Doing so will cause the mix to not freeze correctly. 
Switch the machine on using the main power switch by switching it to the 1 position. 
Turn on the mixer for the desired hopper by switching the mixer switch for that
hopper to the 1 position. 
There are two modes for the changeover switch. By switching the changeover switch
to mode 1, the mix in the hoppers will turn into a slushie. By switching the changeover
switch to mode II, the mix in the hoppers will only chill and not freeze. 

Turn all switches to the off or 0 position. 
 Empty out any remaining mix in the hoppers.
Run a gallon or two of warm water through the hoppers to rinse out the machine. 
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